
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL WEIHNACHTEN 

"Bei uns ist immer was los!" 

VORWEIHNACHTENSSITTEN (PRE-CHRISTMAS CUSTOMS) 

bringer of gifts: der Gabenbringer, die Gabenbringer 
Nikolas' helper, a scary figure, who punishes bad children on Nikolausabend: 

Krampus (Bayern) / Grampus (Osterreich) / der schwarze Peter 

Modern history 
In the aftermath of the 1923 election in Austria, the Kramp us tradition was prohibited by the Doll:fuss reg_imel8l under the 

Fatherland's Front (Vaterliindische Front) and the Christian Social Party. In the 1950s, the government distributed 

pamphlets titled "Krampus Is an Evil Man".l9l Towards the end of the century, a popular resurgence of Krampus 

celebrations occurred and continues today_[10J The Krampus tradition is being revived in Bavaria as well, along with a local 

artistic tradition of hand-carved wooden masks. 

Regional variations 

In Stypa, the Ruten bundles are presented by Krampus to families. The twigs are painted gold and displayed year-round in 

the house-a reminder to any child who has temporarily forgotten Krampus. In smaller, more isolated villages, the figure 

has other beastly companions, such as the antlered "wild man" figures, and St Nicholas is nowhere to be seen. These 

Styrian companions of Krampus are called Schabmanner or Rauhen.l5l 

A toned-down version of Krampus is part of the popular Christmas markets in Austrian urban centres like Salzburg. In 

these, more tourist-friendly interpretations, Krampus is more humorous than fearsome.l20l 

In Cave del Predil, in the northern part of the Udine province in Italy, an annual Krampus festival is held in early 

December. Just before the sun sets, the Krampus come out from an old cave and chase children-boys but also adults

punishing them with strokes on the legs. To satisfy their anger children and young people must recite a prayer. 

North American Krampus celebrations are a growing phenomenon.l21l 

Similar figures are recorded in neighboring areas. Klaubauf Austria, while 

Bartl or Bartel, Niglobartl, and Wubartl are used in the southern part of the 

country. In most parts of Slovenia, whose culture was greatly affected by 

Austrian culture, Krampus is called parkelj and is one of the companions of 

Miklavz, the Slovenian form of St. Nicholas.l5U22l 

In many parts of Croatia, Krampus is described as a devil wearing a cloth sack 

around his waist and chains around his neck, ankles, and wrists. As a part of a 

tradition, when a child receives a gift from St. Nicholas he is given a golden 

branch to represent his good deeds throughout the year; however, if the child 

has misbehaved, Krampus will take the gifts for himself and leave only a silver 

branch to represent the child's bad acts.l23)[24J[25ll261 


